
HYPER-FAST PROMISING AND OPTIMIZED 
FULFILLMENT TO INCREASE CONVERSION 
AND REDUCE CART ABANDONMENT  

Delivery and pickup experiences have evolved from 
a choice after the decision to buy to a primary buying 
consideration before the purchase.

HOUSTON, WE HAVE A PROBLEM 
Omnichannel fulfillment has become a significant component of the modern 
shopping experience. A decade or two back, ordering online meant waiting 5-7 
days for a regional distribution center to pick, pack and ship an item out. But in 
2005, Amazon changed that expectation by offering expedited two-day shipping for 
little or no cost. Over the past three to five years, most retailers with store networks 
have shifted to offering some version of ship from store, pickup in-store, and courier 
delivery to match the speed and convenience expected by consumers. And that 
means the number of fulfillment locations and options they must account for has 
risen substantially.

The COVID-19 outbreak has only accelerated the need to fulfill digital demand with 
store inventories, and individual store fulfillment volumes have increased quickly for 
many retailers, putting a strain on their existing systems, processes and personnel.

Even as complexity and volumes have grown substantially, the expectations of 
consumers have continued to grow as well; every great shopping experience we 
have raises the bar for all experiences that follow. Delivery and pickup experiences 
have evolved from a choice after the decision to buy to a primary buying 
consideration before the purchase.

Consumers now expect to see pickup and delivery options at the same time they 
are choosing size and color, because how and when items can be collected have 
become just as important as other attributes; especially for a society that has been 
trained to think ‘fast and free’ when shopping online. 

But there is a problem. Traditional order management and ecommerce systems 
were never designed for the kind of complexity that omnichannel fulfillment of 
inventory located in hundreds, or even thousands of locations brings. They are 
based on relational databases, which are dependable, but slow. As a result many 
retailers are forced to offer generic time windows for fulfillment, use simple transit-
time calculations, and wait until late in the checkout flow to provide accurate 
information about fulfillment options.

All of which creates poor experiences that lead to increases in cart abandonment 
and decreases in conversion rates.

TOPLINE IMPACT:
Enhanced customer experiences 
through precise delivery and 
pickup dates across all fulfillment 
options early in the buyer journey 
means more conversions and  
less abandonment.

OPTIMIZED PROMISING:
Full use of the most advanced 
promising and optimized 
fulfillment in the industry with 
Enterprise Inventory, Available 
to Commerce™ and Adaptive 
Network Fulfillment™ ensures  
you will always ship from the  
most profitable location.

HYPER-FAST CACHING:
The only in-memory data 
caching architecture built into 
Order Management yields 
unprecedented performance  
and accuracy.

CLOUD NATIVE:
Leverages Manhattan Active® 
technology built entirely on 
microservices provides elasticity 
to dynamically adapt to market 
demand. 

INTERACTIVE INVENTORY

CAPABILITY BRIEF



THE NEED FOR SPEED
With the rapidly growing volumes of digital commerce and the 
proliferation of options for fulfillment time and location, the 
math begins to become untenable for traditional systems.

Many ecommerce sites receive tens of billions of page views 
a year. In order to provide real-time, accurate promising on 
the product details page they must render item availability, 
fulfillment options, and delivery dates within milliseconds. The 
promising solution must also be elastic and intelligent enough 
to respond autonomously to significant spikes in volume due 
to product launches, promotional events and even global 
disruptions.

Traditional order management solutions built on relational 
database systems cannot do this. While item master data has 
been cached in hi-speed memory in the past, the transactional 
data of orders and inventory have resided almost exclusively in 
the database, which is many times slower in response. These 
systems also suffer from locked records at high read/write 
volumes, creating further delays.

Now, imagine the issue when thousands of requests are 
coming from ecommerce, point of sale, and CRM systems 
that are inquiring simultaneously about item availability and 
fulfillment timeframes across thousands of items and hundreds 
of stores and warehouses. Modern promising and fulfillment 
optimization demands can quickly overwhelm even the best 
traditional order management solutions.

While ecommerce item availability caching is offered in many 
solutions, it was never designed to understand or calculate 
delivery dates. They do not understand allocation or order 
orchestration, which means they can tell you the blue sweater 
is available in medium but have no idea how to present when 
and where it is available accurately in real-time.

Though sheer performance for item lookup is a significant 
problem, it doesn’t even take into account the need to look 
beyond simple inventory availability in a particular location. 
This is especially important for store-based inventory, 
because other factors need to be considered at the time of 
promising as well, such as rejection rate, markdown avoidance, 
promotional activity, resource capacity, and days of reserved 
local supply.

Consistent and trusted omnichannel customer experiences 
require a single source of promising that was designed and 
engineered specifically for the way we shop today, with 
exceptional speed, scalability and intelligence.

One unified solution for all availability, promising and 
optimized fulfillment orchestration.

INTERACTIVE INVENTORY
Manhattan Active® Order Management has always intelligently 
managed and orchestrated the fulfillment of all orders, regardless of 
order type and channel, with real-time visibility into all demand and 
all inventory. And because it is a cloud-native solution built entirely 
from microservices, when your business needs more performance, it 
scales automatically to match that need.

Within Order Management, Availability to Commerce (ATC) 
technology offers a dynamic view of inventory in real-time to ensure 
that inventory is protected and exposed exactly when, where 
and how it is needed. And Adaptive Network Fulfillment (ANF) 
technology has always optimized for the most profitable fulfillment 
option that meets the promise to the customer by analyzing every 
aspect of inventory, store constraints, delivery dates, and much 
more every time.

And now we’ve added Interactive Inventory in-memory caching 
technology to Manhattan Active Order Management, to offer real-
time, accurate promising of fulfillment dates by fulfillment strategy 
right on the product details page.

No longer will customers wait until checkout to determine if one 
item is going to hold up an order or not be available in the store 
for pickup. No longer will retailers be limited to standard delivery 
windows because of unknowns. Interactive Inventory generates 
precise delivery dates for all fulfillment services levels on the 
product details page, when viewing the cart and throughout the 
checkout process. It brings new thresholds of speed, scalability and 
availability; a cloud-native solution designed to be an integral part 
of the order management system, not bolted on top.

Hyper-fast precision promising your customers can trust throughout 
the buyer journey is here. Create more loyalty while increasing 
conversion rates and reducing cart abandonment.

Push Possible®.

For more information
To learn more about Interactive Inventory, contact your Manhattan 
sales representative or visit: manh.com/products/order-
management
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